
 
EMERGING AS A LEADER IN THE BUSINESS PROGRAM

STELLAR WOMEN LEADERS
IN TECHNOLOGY

Of participants would recommend 
Stellar workshops to a colleague.

Average 5-point scale participant 
rating for Stellar facilitators. 
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At A Glance

AUDIENCE
Ascending Women Technology
Leaders

LENGTH
3 Days
Three, Individual Coaching Sessions

AGENDA
See Page 2

ASSESSMENTS
Stellar TechLeader-360 Survey
TKI Conflict Handling Modes

This program was life-changing and a very rewarding 
experience. I loved that the entire group consisted 
of women, all high performers and achievers who 
struggle with the same issues as I do in today’s business 
environment. The one-on-one coaching is very valuable 
and focused on individual development plans. This was 
the absolute best training I’ve attended in my career.”

Project Manager

This program was life-changing and the best leadership 
course I’ve ever taken. The modules were relevant to 
everyone in the program even though we were all at 
different stages of our lives and careers. The facilitators 
were kind, knowledgeable, and empathetic. I would 
highly recommend this program.”

Dir Agile Delivery

Your Takeaways
• Gain a better understanding of how you are viewed by others 

including your boss, team, peers, and the business.

• Create a leadership mandate, which includes the business 
reason and need, vision, and actions necessary for you to lead 
and implement changes to support the company strategy.

• Improve your ability to influence across the business with 
integrity while astutely managing dialogue, organizational 
politics, and conflict. 

• Develop a full understanding of your authentic self and learn 

how to lead using it in your professional and personal life. 

• Build a network of peer women technology leaders who can 
serve as trusted advisors and peer coaches for years to come.

• Create a personal plan for guiding your development as a leader 
going forward. 

• Get assistance solving leadership Issues, using an external 
leadership coach, providing another perspective and 
confidentiality without having to “appear weak” to others.

A career-changing experience that transforms you from technical manager to 
business leader, accentuating your unique and authentic self while gaining 
sponsorship from senior leaders.
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STELLAR WOMEN LEADERS IN TECHNOLOGY

DAY

AM

PM

EVENING

1 32

Workshop Introduction 
Stellar TechLeader-360
Development Goals

Influencer vs Order-Taker
Leading Change Framework
Leadership Mandate 

Free Time

Influencing Frames:
• Coaching

Dinner
Tech Executive Panel

Leading as a Woman:
• Be Self
Workshop Closing

Departure

Leading as a Woman:
• Know Self

Influencing Frames:
• Political
• Conflict

Cutting-Edge Learning Approach

Stellar Leaders Framework
During the workshop, we will guide you through Five Domains 
of Leadership Excellence. The Stellar Leaders domain serves 
as the foundation of the framework and as a North Star to 
guide day-to-day actions in all aspects of your life. You will also 
discover how to authentically lead using the other domains of 
Ignite Vision, Influence Others, Inspire Team, and Implement 
Strategy. The feedback you receive during the workshop from 
the Stellar TechLeader-360 will provide you with perspective on 
how others perceive your leadership abilities in each domain.

Transformational Workshops
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To Set Up A Workshop  
team@stellarperformance.com

LEADERS, TEAMS
& ORGANIZATIONS


